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Spoken:
Everything is so hot tonight

We are here witnessing to the most beautiful
advance of all time

On the red corner we got Connect-R
In on the blue corner we got Raluka

So pay attention, place your bets
Because the show is about to begin!

I know you like it
This funky fresh, it's gonna pump it

I see that booty making earthquake on the floor
Like an active bomb, bomb, bomb

Oh yes, I like it
Your funky fresh just make me pump it

You can't control my body
Watch me how I activate this bomb, bomb, bomb

On the dance floor, oh, oh
Let's do it on the dance floor (all night long)
We make love on the dance floor (oh, oh)
'Cause we can funk it on and on and on

Refrain
You know we've got that funky fresh

That funky fresh
You know that funky fresh

That f-f-f-fresh,
You know that funky fresh

That funky fresh
We got that funky fresh

That f-f-f-fresh

You know I like it
M-M-My funk is gonna pump it
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You bought that collar and
You're funky on the floor

Like an active bomb, bomb, bomb

Oh yes, you like it
You love this beat

You should be clapping
Hey mister DJ, you can stop this

I just activate my bomb, bomb, bomb

Yeah, yeah, ey, ey, um, take it back to the flow
Take it back to original flow

'Cause I've got to go boom, boom, boom, boom
No wholesale boom will be fine
So let's go trippin' and sippin'
And drinking, fucking good

We've got that fresh in the session
With passion, feeling good

Spin like Ima Lazee
Rock all my fellows like Jay-Z

Need fresh in the club, that's crazy
We flash in the swing that save me

Our music lasting forever even when we be gone
You've got Raluka, Connect-R

We call it "Rappin' On"

On the dance floor, oh, oh
Let's do it on the dance floor all the night long

We make love it on the dance floor, oh, oh
'Cause we can funk it on and on and on

On the dance floor, oh
Let's do it on the dance floor (all night long)
We make love on the dance floor (oh, oh)
'Cause we can funk it on and on and on

Refrain

You know what they say?
You better relax yourself

Lazee: a Swedish rapper, born Mawuli Kulego of Ghanan parents in 1985. Jay-Z: American rapper,
born Shawn Corey Carter in 1969 Rappin' On is Connect-R's production company Video
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Between Connect-R's heavy Roma accent and the quickness of the rap, these were difficult lyrics
to transcribe. I'm still unsure about the line that begins, "Spin like..." If you have any suggestions,

please let me know.
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